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INTRODUCTION 
Homogenization has become an important method in computing problems for 
composite materials. In the physical sense, homogenization means replacing the 
periodically heterogeneous material by an "equivalent" homogeneous one. From 
the mathematical point of view, the equation with highly oscillating periodic 
coefficients is approximated by a problem with constant coefficients. The mathe­
matical approach to this method, introduced by I. Babuska (1974), is based on con­
sidering a sequence of problems with diminishing period. The method was further 
developed by many authors, e.g. A. Bensoussan, M. Biroli, J. L. Lions, G. Papanico­
laou, E. Sanchez Palencia, L. Tartar, etc. 
In connection with homogenization we must mention the notion of the operator 
G-convergence and the functional F-convergence, which were studied by many 
authors, e.g. A. Ambrosetti, E. De Giorgi, T. Franzoni, O. A. Olejnik, C Sbordone, 
S. Spagnolo, etc. 
f7or further references see e.g. [3], [5], [7], [10], [18]. 
In the paper we shall deal with homogenization of problems of linear elasticity. 
These problems can be formulated either in terms of displacements or in terms 
of stresses. The former formulations lead to a system of elliptic second-order equations, 
the homogenization of which has been studied e.g. in [5], [14]. The homogenization 
of dual formulations has not been studied except for [17], where some results contai­
ned in this paper were announced. 
In the paper we show (Theorems 1, 2) that with diminishing period e 
— the displacement vector uE converges to w°, 
— the stress tensor TE converges to t° and 
— the local energy T£e(u£) converges to t°e(u°), 
where u°, t° are the solutions of the unique homogenized problem determined by 
the so-called homogenized coefficients given by (2.19), (2.32). Formula (2.32) seems 
to be new. 
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From the numerical point of view the homogenized solutions u°, t° represent 
an approximation of the solutions uc, T£. This approximation can be improved 
by means of the correctors Uc, T£(2.33), (2.34). The convergence of uc — Ue, i£ — Tc 
is proved in Theorem 3. 
The main result is contained in Section 4. The assumptions, the variational formula-
tions of the problems and the convergence theorems are completed by a remark 
on the G~ and F-convergences. 
The physical formulation is introduced in Section 1. In Section 2 we derive the 
homogenized problem by means of the so-called multiple-scale method and introduce 
the correctors. Section 3 deals with the homogenized coefficients — several formulae, 
properties and examples are introduced. The convergence theorems are proved 
by means of a simplified version of the so-called local energy method in Section 5. 
Throughout the paper we use the convention on the summation over repeated 
indices and denote partial derivatives by indices after comma: 
r fyi r dfi 
f i ; means — , /, v. means — . 
dxj dyj 
Let Y= [0, yj x [0, y2] x [0, j~3] (yf > 0) be the unit period. A function f(x, y) 
is said to be Y-periodic in y if 
f(x, y\ + kjl9 y2 + k2y2, y3 + k3y3) = f(x, yl9 y2, y3) 
for all integers kl9 k2, k3. The integral average in y is denoted by 
=-= f f(x,y)dy/meas(Y). 
Further, we use the usual function spaces of continuously differentiable functions 
denoted by CQ, C2, Lebesgue spaces Lp, L00 and Sobolev spaces Wk,p. The subscript 
per denotes Y-periodic functions, sym denotes symmetric tensors, see Section 4. 
I. SETTING THE PROBLEM 
We shall consider simultaneously the first, the second and the mixed boundary 
value problem of linear elasticity for a body made of a material with periodic 
structure. 
Denote by 
Q — the domain in R3 representing the volume of the body, 
dQ — its surface (with the normal vector n = (n-j) divided into two parts FM, FT, 
/ = (f) ~ t n e prescribed volume forces in Q, 
U = (Ut) — the prescribed displacement on F.., 
T = (Tf) — the prescribed stress-vector on Tr. 
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Further, we denote by 
u = (ut) — the displacement vector in O, 
e = (efJ) — the small strain tensor [e,7(u) = (uitj + Uj,,-)/2], 
i = ( T 0 ) — the stress tensor [T(J- = Tjf]. 
The relation between the stress and strain tensors is described by the linear Hooke's 
law 
Tij ~ aijki e u •> 
where the coefficients aijkl form a matrix of the type ( 3 x 3 x 3 x 3 ) satisfying 






(1-2) aijkl = aklij = ajikl = aijlk. 
In the dual formulation we use the inverse Hooke's law 
Qtj — bijkiTki J 
whose coefficients matrix is of the same type and satisfies 
(1-3) 4 M2 ^ biju,hi,h, s - \r,\
2 v,; 6 Ri;j, 
A a 
(1.4) bijkl = bkliJ = bjikl = biJlk, 
(1-5) ^jmAmU = K M , / + î/fyfc)*) • 
Particularly, for an isotropic material with Lame's constants A, /i we have 
flw = flfiikPji + (hisjk) + kdijSki • 
*y« = ~ (M,, + W - ^ — } V« 
and the constants in the inequalities (1.1), (V3) are a = 2 min {f-i(x); xe £>}, A = 
= max (2p(x) + 3/.(x); x e Q} . 
The periodical structure of the material is expressed by the periodic Hooke's law 
coefficients aijkh bijkl. Since we want to consider a sequence of problems with dimi-
nishing period e, we set 
(1.6) <*]jki(x) = <tijkl(xls) , b
B
ijk](x) = bUkl(xJ£) , 
where aijkf(y), bljkl(y) are Y-periodic functions. 
W;e shall consider even the problem with "non uniformly oscillating1' coefficients 
(1.6*) <*Bijki(x) = Vijki(x> x/e) , b]Jkl(x) = bljkl(x, x/e) , 
«uu(^? y) > ^ / v * ' y) - Y-periodic in y , 
which are useful in applications. 
*) Stj — Kronecker symbol, Sij = 1 for i = j, St • = 0 for i |= j . 
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The solution of the problem with the coefficients aeJkh h]jkl will be denoted by u
l\ z\ 
For e > 0 we have the e-periodic problem: 
Find functions u£, T£ satisfying the equations of equilibrium 
(1.7) -Gjj+fi^O, 1^ = 15, in Q , 
the constitutive equations 
(1.8) T]J = aeijkl cu(u
e) or e./u*) = b^r^ in <Q , 
and the boundary conditions 
(1.9) u\ = U{ on r „ , 
( l . io) T .̂W,. = rf on r\. 
The aim of the homogenization is to find, to the introduced e-periodic problem, 
a homogenized problem (independent of e) such that its solution (w°, t°) is an ap-
proximation of (uE, T£). 
In Section 2 we show that the homogenized problem consists of the same system 
of equations as (1.7) —(l. 10) but with coefficients a°ijkh h°ijkl and a solution w°, t°. 
In Section 4 we prove the convergence ue -> w° and T£ -> t° as e -> 0 . 
The convergence theorems remain valid even for more general boundary condi-
tions and right-hand sides, e.g. if in (1.7) the function of volume forces f is replaced 
by f£ converging to f weakly in [L2((2)]3. 
2. DERIVING THE HOMOGENIZED PROBLEM 
In this section we derive the homogenized problem by means of the so-called 
multiple scale method, for details see e.g. [5]. 
Besides the "slow" variable x = (x l5 x2, x3) we introduce a formal "fast" variable 
.V = (yi^ yi-> y*) by the relation y = x/e and we look for the asymptotic expansion 
of the solution i/£, T£ in the form 
(2.1) u£(x) = u°(x, x/e) + e u](x, x/e) + e2 u2(x, x/e) + ... , 
(2.2) r (x) = T°(X, x/e) + e T !(X, x/e) + e2 T2(X, x/e) + ... , 
where the functions uk(x, y), Tk(x, y) are F-periodic in y and independent of e. 
We start from the equations (1.7) — (1.10). We consider the variables x, y to be 
mutually independent and using (1.6), (2.1), (2.2) we obtain the equations with 
functions independent of e. 
Let us recall that if f(y) is a Y-periodic function then 
(2.3) . / / ( / ,„) = 0 . 
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A compound function is differentiated as follows: 
d ( x\ r dv 1 dvl, J 1 
v X j _ = — + - — (*,J0
 5 » , « + - v , y r 
fa, V £ / Ldxi e ^yJ |y = x/e £ 
With this in mind, inserting (2.1), (2.2), into (1.7) —(VI0) and comparing the coeffi-
cients at the corresponding powers of e we obtain the following system (we introduce 
only the first equations): 
(2.4) T? , , . = 0 in Q x Y, 
(2.5) 0 = aiJklekl(u°) or ej/u
0) - 0 in C x Y, 
(2.6) TJj,yj + 4 , - + / , = 0 in Q x Y, 
(2.7a) T°. = O/p^e^u1) + e j u 0 ) ] in Q x Y, 
or 
(2.7b) efXu1) + e/y(u
0) = bijklT°kl in Q x Y, 
(2.8) u° = Ut on F„ x Y, 
(2.9) T°yuy. = r£ on FT x Y, 
where derivatives are taken in the weak sense and 
e,7(u) = i(u/,y + ujti), ej/ii) = l(u,,v. + u7>.). 
The first method. The only Y-periodic solutions of (2.5) are functions independent 
of y, therefore 
(2.10) u° = u°(x). 
Inserting (2.7a) into (2.4) and using (1.2) and (2.10) we obtain 
v2-1 1) - (aijkiul,yi),yj = <tijki,yjuli • 
By the separation of variables we can find the solution u1 in the form 
(2-12) ul(x, y) = -y*'(y) u°kJ(x) + ug(x) , 
where u is independent of y and xkl e Wper = [W^V
2]3 is the Yperiodic solution of 
(2-13) ( .*'*") . = -(dtj^'Ayj = -*W,y> • 
Existence and uniqueness of the functions xkl- Due to (VI), (V2) the operator s/y 
is a selfadjoint elliptic differential operator. The only Y-periodic solutions of the 
homogeneous problem s/yu = 0 are constants. Therefore, the problem 
(2.14) s4yu = / in Y, 
u — Y-periodic in y 
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admits a unique solution (up to an additive constant) if and only if Ji(f) = 0. But 
by virtue of (2.3) ^\_ — ciijkLy^\ = 0, thus the functions %
kl exist and are unique if 
we add the condition 
(2.15) J/(xkl) = 0 . 
Moreover, due to (V2) we have 
(2.16) / ' = X"<. 
Inserting (2.12) into (2.7a), using symmetry of aikjl and x'
d wc can write 
(2-17) ?u = aijgh(5gkdhl - X ^ X , 
= aUgh(5gk5hl - tilJ ekl(u°). 
Using the notation 
(2-18) t 0 , ( * ) ^ [ T ° , ( x , . v ) ] , 
(2-19) aukl = J/[aUgh(SgkShl - rf'J] , 
integrating (2.17) with respect to y we can write 
(2.20) t% = a > ° ( = aukIckl(u°). 
Finally, integrating (2.6), (2.8), (2.9) and using (2.3), we obtain the homogenized 
problem 
(2.21) tUJ + / , = 0 in Q. 
(2.22a) 1U = auld ek,(u°) in Q , 
(2.23) «° = Uf on r „ , 
(2.24) tunj = T, on Tt. 
Similarly, if b°-A.j denotes the inverse matrix to a°ijkh the equation 
(2.22b) eu(M°) = buklt°kl 
is equivalent to (2.22a). 
The second method. The equation (2.5) again implies (2A0). It follows from (2.4) 
and the symmetry of the tensor T° that the functions T?. can be found in the form 
(2.25) T°,(X, y) = f°,(x) + (ROT 0(x, y))tJ , 
where t?- is given by (2A8), Otj are Y-periodic (the so-called stress functions) and the 
operator ROTy ~ rof rof is defined by 
(2-26) (ROT> 0)tJ = 0kl,ymy„sikmeJln. *) 
Consider the equation (2.7b). Necessary condition for the existence of a solution ul 
*) Levi - Civita's antisymmetric tensor has the only non-zero components £123 ~ £23i ~ 
~ £312 ~ 1' £321 ~ £213 ~ s132 ~ ~~--
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are the conditions of compatibility that can be written in the form 
ROT%bUklru - e„(«
0)) = 0 . 
Using (2.25) we obtain 
(2.27) ROT'(&,7t,(ROT' 0(x, y))kl) = - ROV(bukl t °k,(x)). 
By the separation of variables the solution 0 can be found in the form 
(2.28) 0gh(x, y) = - 9jj[(.v) t°kl(x) + &M), 
where 0 is independent of y and Skl satisfy 
(2.29) (^S- ' )y = (ROT'(^,,(ROT'9%)) = ROV(blJkl), 
qbl __ ok/ 
xfgh — xfhg • 
Existence and uniqueness of the solution of (2.29). Introduce the following Sobo-
iev spaces of Y-periodic functions: 
o = r^ 2 ' 2 i 3 x 3 
si L per Jsym > 
0O = {cpeQ; ROVcp = 0} , 
0 , — the orthogonal complement of O0 in Q . 
Due to (1.3), (1.4) the operator iW = ROP(b ROT) is a selfadjoint elliptic differen-
tial operator on Qx. The only Y-periodic solutions of M
ycp = 0 are functions from 
Q0. But the right-hand side of (2.29) is orthogonal to the functions from Q0 because 
Ji\ROV(bijkl) cptj] = J/[bijkl ROV'((Pij)] = 0 \/cpeQ0. 
So, the functions ,9fc/ exist and are uniquely determined by the condition 3kl e Q{. 
Using (2.28) we rewrite (2.25) 
(2.30) T°gh - t°kl(8gkdhl - ( R O P B
k%) . 
Inserting T° from (2.30) and integrating with respect to y we obtain from (2.7b) 
(2.31) Ji[bUgh(Sgk5M - (ROT' 8")*)] fA°, = e _(«°). 
The last equation along with (2.21), (2.23), (2.24) yields an equivalent form of the 
homogenized problem (2.21) —(2.24). Comparing (2.22b) and (2.31) we can see that 
(2.32) blkl = ^[bUgh(5gk6M - (ROT' ,9'%,)] 
expresses the homogenized coefficients b°ijkl directly in terms of bijkl. 
Remarks . 1. Take notice of the homogenized equations (2.21) — (2.24) having 
the same form as equations (1.7) — (l. 10), only with periodic coefficients aEiJkh b]jkl 
being replaced by the homogenized ones. 
2. So far we have given no proof of convergence of the solutions (w£, T£) to the 
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homogenized solution (u°, t°). We justify the asymptotic expansions in Section 4. 
3. In the case of coefficients of the form (1.6*) the derivation remains valid, only 
the auxiliary functions yk\ Qkl and the homogenized coefficients are, in addition, 
dependent on the variable x. 
C o r r e c t o r s . For fixed s > 0 the functions w°, t° represent an approximation 
of uv, tc. This approximation can be improved (without solving the periodic problem) 
by means of correcting functions called correctors. Define an improved approxima-
tion Ur' by taking the first two terms u° + sul of the expansion (2.1): 
(2.33) i;.(x) = «?(x)-czt ' (x/8)« t
0
i l(x) . 
Similarly, we define the corrector of the stress tensor r£ by taking the first term 
of the expansion (2.2). Using (2.17) we define 
(2.34) T;}(x) = «,,„„ (x/a)[S!lkShl - X^„(x/c)] H° ,(x) . 
According to (2.30) we have an equivalent formula 
T[j(x) = t°kl(x) IStJjt - ( R O T 9"(x/e))l7] . 
3. COEFFICIENTS OF THE HOMOGENIZED PROBLEM 
In this section we introduce various formulae, some properties, estimates and 
examples of the homogenized coefficients. 
Formulae for a°jkl. In Section 2 we have derived the following formula (2.19) 
(3-i) 4*< = ^["uAy) l/V*. - •4'Jy)J] > *) 
where the functions ykl e Wper are solutions of the equation (2.13), rewritten in the 
weak form 
(3-2) ^[aUgh\8gkdM - y
k[yh] cpity:] =0 VOelfp e r . 
The solution &kl exists and is unique up to additive constants which do not influence 
the value of a°jkl. So we can choose e.g. (2.15). 
Choosing y,J e Wper for the test function in (3.2) and subtracting the equation 
from (3.1) we obtain a symmetric formula 
V3'3) CiUU = J/[aP,ASpi(\j ~ Xp.vJ [<VA/ ~ X$!yJ] * 
Formulae for b°jki. The coefficients of the inverse Hooke's law are defined either 
by the matrix inverse to the matrix (a°jkl) or by (2.32): 
(3.4) b°l]U = .M\bijgh\dgk5ht - (ROT* 9*%J] , 
*( Due to symmetry (1.2), Xkg\yh can be replaced by e^.(/
u) = (xg\yh + X
k\yg)!2 in the formulae 
(3.1)-(3.3). 
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where the functions &kl e Qx are solutions of the equation (2.29) rewritten in the weak 
form 
(3.5) J(lbUgh\bgkbM - (ROT' S-%J (ROT' 0),/J = V^ e Qt . 
The solution !)kl exists and is unique in Qx as we have proved in Section 2. Again 
subtracting (3.5) with \jj = &ij from (3.4) we obtain a symmetric formula 
(3.6) bukl = M\bpqgh\bipbiq - (ROT> &%q] [5gk3hl - (ROT' (?%]] . 
Properties. 1. The homogenized coefficients satisfy the same symmetry conditions 
as (1.2), (1.4), i.e. 
\3*f) aijkl ~ afc/ij ~ ^/ifcl ~ aijlk 9 
(3-8) b,7U = bu// = bJl/d = bijlk . 
Proof. The identity aijkl = ajikl and formula (3.1) imply a°ijkl = O°;fe/. The identity 
tf/j/v/ ~ ^ n ; follows frorn flij,u = a/czij anQl (3.3). Composing the preceding identities 
we obtain the third identity a°ijkl = O°-,/{. The symmetry of b?-u follows from (1.4), 
(3.4), (3.6) in the same way. 
2. The homogenized coefficients satisfy the ellipticity conditions (VI), (1.3) with 
the same constants a, A, i.e. 
(3.9) a|£|2 g a%uS,£u ^ A\c\
2 V£ e R3^3 , 
(3-10) - ^ ^b°Ukltlu,hlS.-\n
2\ V^eR 
A a 
3 x 3 
sym 
> 
Proof. Inserting (3.3) into the desired inequality we obtain 
aijklQifikl = J^Y
apqghY^P^qJ ~ Xp,yq] £ij\Pgk8hl ~ Xg,yh] Ul] 
S: (JA) ^ « . # [ [ < 5 , ^ , - j & J { y [ V , « - X P ' , J ««] = (2-3) = 
= a[cM?M + ^/[ I [ I tf.,,^]
2]] = «|̂ |2 • 
Similarly, using (3.6), (1.3), (2.3) we obtain 
Kkiiuiki ^ — H 2 • 
A 
The other inequalities follow from the properties of the inverse symmetric positive 
matrices. 
3. Denote afjkl = Ji[aijk^], b*fjkl = J/[bijkl]. Further, Jet (a™jkl) be the inverse 
matrix to (bfjki) and (b
n
ijki) the inverse matrix to (a™ki). Then we have the estimates 
(3.11) tfjuítA, á fl&HÍiA, á af^fiu V£ e R 
(3-12) bUkirjijtlkiú bUklr]ut]kl^ bUkliiuy]kl \/tj e R 
3 X 3 
sym > 
З x з 
sym * 
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Proof. The inequality 
aijkl^ifikl = aijklQijQkl 
can be proved as follows. From (3.1) we have 
aijk£ifikl ~ aijkl^ifikl ~~ ^laijghXg,yh\ Zifikl > 




^[aijghXkg[yh] Sljtkl = (
L 2 ) = Jtiaghpg^pi^>gjtg,yJ C/j4/ = 
= (3.2) = MlaghJlyqxlyh\ Zifa _ a -.*[ X [ V j ^ , , ]
2 ] ^ 0 . 
Analogously, using (3.4), (1.3), (1.4) and the equation (3.5) we can prove the inequality 
buktfijlki ^ bYjklrjijtikl . 
The remaining inequalities follow from the properties of the inverse symmetric 
positive matrices. 
Remarks . 1. From the symmetries (1.2), (1.4) we have also the symmetries 
ykl _ ylk ^ ph _ &hg 
2. The above introduced properties hold in the same form even for the coefficients 
of the form (1.6*). 
Remarks on computation of the homogenized coefficients. The homogenized 
coefficients are given by the formula (3.1) that contains the unknown functions ykl-
These auxiliary functions are the F-periodic solution of the so-called "cell problem'' 
(3.2) which represents an elliptic system of second-order differential equations on the 
unit period Ycalled the unit cell. 
We illustrate the problem on an example of a two-component material. Let the 
first component occupy the volume Yx in the unit cell Y, the second one Y2 = Y — Yv 
Then the problem has piece-wise constant coefficients 
aUki(y) 
'ни if У е Y, , 
ӣi ijkl 
We look for the functions 
m^e[C2(Ym)fn[C
l(7m)Y m = l,2 
satisfying the equation 
-maijgh'"xg,yhyj(y) = 0 in Ym, 
the continuity conditions on dYi n dY2 and the transmission conditions 
L dijkl - aijyh Xg,yhj "j ~ L
 Qijkl ~ Qijgh Xg,yh\ "j 
on dYx n dY2 at the points where the normal vector n
1 exists. Similar continuity 
and transmission conditions are required on the opposite sides of the unit cell Y. 
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If the coefficients depend on two variables oniy, then the functions ykl depend 
on two variables as well, and the cell problem is reduced to a two-dimensional one. 
Numerically the problem can be solved by the finite element method, see e.g. [8], 
[9] where some numerical examples of two-dimensional homogenization are intro-
duced. 
One-dimensional homogenization. If the coefficients depend on one variable only 
then the homogenized coefficients can be computed explicitly. Let e.g. aijkl = aijkl(yx) 
then also ykl = yu(\A), (3.2) reduces to a system of ordinary differential equations, 
the solution yk] can be expressed analytically and we obtain the following formula: 
(3.13) a°ljkl = J/[aijkl] - J/[aijg{ggeae{kl] + Gfg J/[aijhighf] J/[ggeae{kl] , 
where (ghf) is the inverse matrix to the matrix (angi)?g=l and (Gfg) is the inverse 
matrix to (J/[ggi])-
Similarly, it is possible to solve (3.5) and derive an explicit formula for the co-
efficients b°ljkl. 
Examples. For the sake of brevity denote 
(3.14) cIJkl(ii, X) = ix (SiKSjl + SnSJk) + X O\/>u. 
1. A two-component material. Consider a composite material composed of pA . 
. 100% component A and of pB . 100% component B (pA + pB = I). Let both compo-
nents be isotropic with Lame's constants pA, XA and pB, XB. The coefficients of Hooke's 
law form an isotropic tensor 
aiJki(y) = cijkl(p(y),X(y)). 
The inequalities (3.11), (3.12) yield estimates of the homogenized coefficients. For 
example in (3.11) the upper bound is 
a°ijk£ifiki = cijkl(tiM, XM) C//fe/ Vc e R^J , 
where pM = pApA + pBpB, X
M = pAXA + pBXB. 
Let e.g. pA = 0 1 , pB = 0-9, pA = \\,uB = \,XA - 22, XB = 2. Then in (3.H) 
we obtain 
n™ __ ( m ; m \ M „ / Af ;Af\ 
°ijkl — cijkl\l-i i * ) , aijkl - Cijkl{Ll , A ) , 
where Hm = 1-1, Xm =. 2-2, / / ' = 2, / " = 4. 
2. T/7e layered material. Let the components of the material in the previous 
example be arranged in layers orthogonal to yx of thicknesses £ . pA, r. . pB. Then 
using formula (3.13) we have the homogenized coefficients. We introduce them 
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along with the coefficients from the estimate (3.H) in the following table: 
Coeffìcient a?JU n
















4. THE HOMOGEN1ZAT1ON RESULT 
In this section we introduce assumptions, variational formulations and convergence 
theorems. The section is completed by a remark on G- and F-convergences. 
Assumptions. Let the domain Q in R3 have a Lipschitz boundary which is divided 
into two parts FM, FT (FM, Fr are disjoint, either empty or open in dQ, and the surface 
measure of dQ — (F., u Fr) is zero). 
Let the prescribed body forcesf, displacement U and stress Tsatisfy 
(4.1) fe[L2(Q)Y, Ue[WU2(Q)\ Te [L2(F/)]3 . 
Let the coefficients of Hooke's law be given by (1.6) or (1.6*), where the functions 
<*ijki> bijki satisfy (1.1) —(1.4) and 




Introduce the Sobolev spaces 
W = [WU2(Q)Y , W° = [W^2(QJ]3 , W' = [W~l2(Q)Y , 
w = rW 1 2 ! 3 
per L per j 
V° = [u e W: u = 0 on Fu in the sense of traces} , 
a geometrically admissible displacement field 
Vv = {tie W\ u - U e V0} , 




I ° = { T 6 / / ; [TiJcu(v)dx = 0 VueV
0}, 
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and a statistically admissible stress field 
ITf = ITEH'A Ttj e l7(v) dx = J ftVi dx + 7> f d5 Vv e V° 1. 
In the case of the first boundary value problem, Ftl is empty and we put U •= 0, 
assume the conditions of total equilibrium 
(4.; \ Fi dx + ^ d5 = 0 , (x x F) dx + (x x T)dS = 0 
Jí} JTr J-Q JTr 
and look for the solutions uE, u° in Op, where g p is the orthogonal complement 
of the set {v e W; v — a + h x x} in the space W. 
In the case of the second boundary value problem Ft — 0 and the integral over 
FT vanishes. 
Variational formulations (see [13]). The 8-periodic problem (1.7) —(1.10) can be 
mathematically formulated by means of the basic variational principles. 
Formulations in terms of displacements (problem Pc): 1. (principle of virtual 
displacements) 
Find uc e Vv such that 
(4.4) séE(u\ ú) = ďÍJklulлüitJ dx = \ f;ü, dx + \ Tfй; dS Vñ є V° 
2. (principle of minimum potential energy) 
Find uE e Vv minimizing the functional 
(4.5) 0%u) = I s/*(u, u) - I fiUi dx - I TiUi dS 
JQ JTr 
on the set Vv. 
Recall that in the case of the first problem we suppose (4.3) and replace the set 
Vv by Qp in the formulations. 
Formulation in terms of stresses (problem Qr): 3. (principle of virtual stresses). 
Find TE e ITf such that 
(4.6) @\TE, T) EE f b^Tlifij dx = f cu(U) fij dx Vf e 1° . 
4. (principle of minimum complementary energy). 
Find TEeIlf minimizing the functional 
(4.7) S^ix) = i ^(x, x) - f e,/C/) t y dx 
On the set X r / . 
Both the formulations 1, 2 of the problem P£ and both the formulations 3, 4 of the 
problem QE are equivalent. Under the above introduced assumptions the bilinear 
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forms stf\ ffi and functionals <P\ ffr- are coercive. The solutions uz of P£ and t£ of Qr 
exist, are unique and are connected by the relation 
(4.8) x\3 = a°m ekl(u°) [ = <...„«;..] . 
Moreover, they satisfy the estimates 
(4.9) ||M1IW = const . |M|H ~ const . 
with constants independent of c. 
The homogenized problem. Similarly, the homogenized problem (2.21) —(2.24) 
with the homogenized coefficients can be mathematically formulated by two equi-
valent formulations in terms of displacements (problem P°): 
1. Findu°e Vu such that 
(4.10) s/°(u°9 u) s J aljuulfiu dx - | ftut dx + | Tfit dS Vu e V° . 
J a JQ J rv 
2. Find u° e Vu minimizing the functional 
(4.11) <2>°(u) = \ stf°(u, u) - fiUt dx - TtUi dS 
on the set Vu; 
and two equivalent formulations in terms of stresses (problem Q°): 
3. Find t° e ITf such that 
ey(£/)fydx V ì є l 0 . (4.12) a\t\i)* [b°Jkit°kfiu<Lx-. 
JiQ 
4. Find t° e ITf minimizing the functional 
(4.13) £f\x) = i ®%x, x) - f e,7(U) xu dx 
on the set ITf. 
Also the bilinear forms $0°, &° and the functionals <P°, ^° are coercive (as we have 
proved in Section 3), the solutions u°, t° exist, are unique and are connected by the 
relation 
(4A4) t?; = 4^(»°)[=4X/]-
Convergence theorems. Suppose the assumptions introduced in this section are 
satisfied. 
Theorem 1. The displacement vector and the stress tensor converge: 
(4.15) u£ -> u° weakly in W, 
(4.16) r £ - > t ° weakly in H. 
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Theorem 2. The functions of local energy and of complementary energy converge 
as follows: 
(4.17) ay*i«I.i«.j - fly*j«t,j«?j star weakly in L'(Q) , 
(4.18) b^xlrfj - 6° t Ir°/° star vmz/c/j in Z/ffi). *) 
Further, the junctionals of potential energy and of complementary energy converge: 
(4.19) <2>£(u£) -> * ° ( M ° ) , 
(4.20) y£(T0 "* ^°('°) • 
Let U£, T£ be the corrected solutions defined by (2.33), (2.34). 
Theorem 3. In addition, let u° e [C2(£>)]3. Then we have 
(4.21) us - UE -> 0 strongly in W, 
(4.22) rl - T -> 0 strongly in H . 
The proofs are sketched in Section 5. The assumption u° e [C2(-2)]3 is natural, 
it assures U£ e W. 
Remark . The variational functionals <P\ <2>° can be written as 
^c(w) = i I g ( - > D " ) dx - L(M) , 
#°(w) = i I g°(D") d * - L(u) , 
L(u) = / ,M ,dx + I 7-u ,dS , Du - (MiJ) 
and 
(4.23) g(y, c) = aijkl(y) ^fikl, 
g\§ =alkl^fikl. 
The homogenized function g° can be given as the minimum of the functional 
(4.24) g°(£) = min {JF[g(y, Q - Dvv)]; v e Wper} , 
where DVv = (viy). We obtain, of course, the same function g°. Indeed, the Euler 
equation for the minimizing function v in (4.24) 
(4.25) - ( f l y«&i - Vk,y,)),yj = 0 
has a solution v G Wper9 
(4-26) -„ = ^ ' (y) Q,, 
where 
*( precisely in the topology a (J/(Q), C®(Q)) where Jf (Q) is the space of bounded mea-
sures on Qy L
}(Q) is a subspace of JHQ). 
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where xkl is given by (3.2). Inserting (4.26) into (4.24), and using (3.3) we obtain (4.23). 
The variational functionals £fc9 ^° can be expressed similarly: 
У!(т) = i[h(^,т\àx eu(U) т ;, d.v , 
Sfix) = \ [ II°(T) dx - [ e„(U) T,., dx , 
where 
(4.27) h(y, rj) = bijkl(y) thjrikl , 
h°(rj) = b°ijklihjylkl . 
The homogenized function /J° can be also expressed as the minimum of the functional 
(4.28) h°(n) = min {.M[h(y, t, - a)]; a e Xp°er) , 
where 
I r°er = {a e [l£er]?y
x
m
3, J/[aij e$>)] = 0 Vi> e H/pcr, . / / [a, , ] = 0 . 
In (4.28) we have, of course, an equivalent expression of the function h°. Indeed, let 
a be the minimizing function. Then according to the Lagrange multipliers theorem 
there exist a function v e Wper and constants crj- satisfying 
(4.29) biju(y) [nu + <rkl(y)] = cjv) + cu , 
(4.30) aihyj = 0 , 
(4.31) Jf_au_ = 0. 
Let S-kl be given by (2.29). Then the function 
(4.32) agh(y) = ( R O T ' S ^ ) ) * r,u 
is the minimizing function because it satisfies (4.30), (4.31). Further, in (4.29) cif = 
= ^[bijkl(rjkl + aklj] and the function ve Wper exists because (2.29) yields the com-
patibility conditions, finally, inserting (4.32) into (4.28) and using (3.6) we obtain 
(4.27). ' 
In (4.24) and (4.28) we have functional forms of the cell problem. Thus, we com-
pleted four formulations of the periodic problem (4.4) —(4.7) and the homogenized 
problem (4.10) —(4.13) by the corresponding four formulations of the cell problem 
(3.2), (4.24), (3.5), (4.28). 
Homogenization and G-and F-convergences. The operator convergence, introduced 
by S. Spagnolo (1968), the so-called G-convergence and the functional convergence 
the so-called F-convergence generalize the notion of homogenization in the following 
sense: the sequence of the operators in the -s-periodic problems G-converges to the 
operator in the homogenized problem and the sequence of functional in the aperiodic 
problems F-converges to the functional in the homogenized problem. 
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Let A£, A ° : W -» W be the differential operators associated with the bilinear forms 
s/£, s/° and denote by w the weak topology in Wand by 5 the strong topology in W. 
Then A£ G-converges to A0 in the sense of definition in [7], [16], [18], A£ G(s, w)-
converges to A0 in the sense of definition in [1]. Moreover, A£ strongly G-converges 
to A° in the sense of definition in [18] that requires besides the convergence of the 





Similarly, choosing convenient topological spaces we obtain G-convergence of the 
operators B£, B° associated with the bilinear forms ffi, <&°. 
Finally, the variational functional 
<p£ F-converges to <P° ,*) 
^E F-converges to ^° 
in the sense of definitions in [1], [10]. 
This topological approach suggests the way of mastering the nonlinear problems. 
5. PROOFS OF THE CONVERGENCE THEOREMS 
Denote the weak and the strong convergence in L2(Q) by —> and -», respectively. 
In the proofs we shall make use of the following properties: 
— iff is a Y-periodic function then 
(5.1) fE(x) = f(x/e) - J?[f(v)] . 
— we have 
(5-2) ffL* 
dxp \ £ 
- f 





— if u£ -* u and v£ -> v such that either u£ or v£ are uniformly bounded in L00, then 
(5.3) u£v£ -- uv . 
P roo f of Theorem 1. We prove the theorem by the local energy method which was 
introduced by L. Tartar, see [5], [7], [16]. We present here a simplified version. 
The crucial point of the proof — the identity (5.7) (Lemma 1) — follows from the 
so-called "adjoint N-condition" which is equivalent and in the case of selfadjoint 
operator coincides with N-condition introduced by O. A. Olejnik in [18]. 
Due to (4.9) we can extract a subsequence en -> 0 such that 
(5.4) u£n converges weakly in JVto a function u , which implies uEk -> uk 
and uEk
nj - ukJ , 
*) Let Fk, F be functionals on a topological space (X, r). Fk F-converges to F° if Vu 6 X: 
1) Vu/c-V u holds F°(u) ^ lim inf Fk(uk\ 
2) there exists vk^> u such that F°(u) = lim F
k(vk). 
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(5.5) TC'1 converges weakly in H to a tensor t i.e. 
T;- = (4.8) - a ] ; , | W ^ - t0-. 
Consider the variational formulation (4.4). Using (5.5) we can pass to the limit 
(5.6) tцӣij âx = ffii áx + r ^ j dS VL7 e V°. 
In Lemma 1 we shall prove the identity 
(5.7) tij = a°ijklukJ a.e. in Q . 
Since u e Vu, (5.6) and (5.7), the function u is a solution of the homogenized problem 
(4A0). The uniqueness of the solution and (4.14) yield u = u°, t = t° and not only 
the extracted subsequence but the whole sequences u£ and xK converge (4A5), (4.16) 
which was to be proved. 
Lemma 1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, (5.7) holds. 
First of all, we introduce the definition of N-condition. We say that the sequence 
of operators Ae (with coefficients aEijkl) satisfies the adjoint N-condition with respect 
to the operator A0 if there exists a sequence of functions NiJe e W such that: 
(5.8) NiJe -> 0 weakly in W, 
(5.9) a]jkl - aghklN
l
g
JX - a°ijkl weakly in L
2(Q) , 
(5.10) ~(a\jkl - a
£
ghklNg
J[£h - a°ijkl)a -> 0 strongly in dual W" . 
Proof of Lemma 1. Let cp e CQ(Q) and let %iJ e Wper be the solution of (3.2) and put 
(5.H) NlfB(x) = efl(xl*). 
It is easy to verify that the functions NiJe e W defined by (5.11) satisfy (5.8)-(5.10). 
Indeed, (5.8) is obvious, (5.9) follows from the symmetry (1.2), formula (3.1) and 
(5.1). In (5A0) even equality is true. It follows from the equation (2A3) using symmetry 
(1.2) just replacing variable y by x/e. 
In the case of coefficients of the form (1.6*), (4.2*) the functions x'J = XiJ(x> y) 
are from the space C2(0, Wper) and (5.8)-(5.10) is satisfied with the functions N
iJe e 
e W defined by 




Consider the extracted subsequence en ~> 0, writing briefly only s -> 0. The proof 
is divided into two steps: 
1. Choose u = NiJe(p e W° in (4.4): 
]flm<AN!f'<P).k <*x = \fgNg
Se<P dx . 
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Passing to the limit due to (5.8) we obtain 
(5.12) f a^u^N^cp dx ^ 0 . 









k>l ~ a°ijklxi\A) q> dx -
J Q J Q 
- a^N^uljcp dx + (a£ijkl - aghklN^ - a°ijkl) u
£
k(p}l dx -> 0 . 
J Q J Q 
Due to (5.12) and (5.9) the second and the third integral tends to zero and using 
(5.4), (5.5) we obtain the identity 
(Uj ~ a°jklukJ) cp dx = 0 , 
i 
which holds for arbitrary <p e CQ(Q), and (5.7) follows. 






Since u]cp e V°, using ustJ(p = (u\(p)tj — u\q)j and (4.4) we have 
]£ = fiUEt(p dx - T\JU]<PJ dx . 
JQ J Q 
The integral I0 = jna^juU^jU^jCp dx can be transformed in the same way. But 
r - 1° = I /,(«* - M°) <p dx - f (t'jU] - t%u1) cpj dx 
JQ JQ 
tends to zero due to the convergences (4A5), (4A6). Since CQ(Q) is dense in Co (Q)-
the dual of Ji (Q), the convergence (4.17) follows. 
The convergence (4.18) can be transformed to the previous case by virtue of (4.8), 
(4-14). 
Consider the functional #£. Using (4.4) with u = u£ — U e V° and (4A0) with 
u = u U e V°, we can write 
4>v) - *>°) = i Tf {<i - to) uudx - [ m -«°) dx - f T(^-M
o)dsl, 
_J-Q J& J rt J 
but (4A5), (4A6) yield the desired convergence (4.19). 
The convergence (4.20) can be proved similarly. 
P roo f of Theorem 3. The theorem is proved by the method introduced in [18] 
by O. A. Olejnik. The method was developed from the multiple-scale methods, 
see e.g. [5], [7]. The crucial point is the convergence 
(5.13) A£(u£ - Uc) -• 0 strongly in W , 
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(where (A£w)(- = —(
a\jkiuk,i),l) w m c n follows from the so-called N'-condition as we 
shall prove in Lemma 2. 
Convergence u£ — U£ -» 0. Suppose (5.13) is true. Since uc is bounded (4.9) we have 
(5.14) $4z(uz - U\ ue - U£) -> 0 , 
which with ( l . l ) and u£ — U£ -» 0 on Fu implies the desired convergence (4.21). 
Convergence T£ — T£ -> 0. Thanks to (1.3) it suffices to prove 
(5.15) .^£(T £ ~" T8^' ~ Te) -> 0 . 
But (2.34), (1.8) yield 
*tf " Vs~ a\jgh(ulh - U
£,») 
and using (1.5) we can transform the convergence (5A5) into (5A4) which has been 
proved above. 
Lemma 2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3 (5.13) holds. 
We begin with the definition of N-condition introduced in [18]. We say that the 
sequence of operators Ac satisfies N-condition with respect to the operator A0 if 
there exists a sequence of functions Nklc e W such that: 
(5.16) Nk'£-+0 weakly in W, 
(5-17) a\jkl - a\jghN
k
g
l*h -> a°ijkl weakly in L
2(Q) , 
(5.18) -(a\jkl - a\jghN
k
g% - a°jkl)j -> 0 strongly in W . 
Let us remark that (5.8) —(5.10) and (5.16)— (5.18) coincide because the operator 
is selfadjoint. In [18] the equivalence of the N-condition and strong G-convergence 
is proved. 
P roof of Lemma 2. The functions NkU e W defined by (5.11), (5.11*) satisfy 
(5.16) —(5.18) because they satisfy (5.8) —(5.10). 
Consider the expression A£(u£ - U£). Due to AV = / = A°u° and U£g = u°g -
- Nkg
Ieu°kJ we have 
A£(u£ - U£), - (a\jkl - a]jghN
k
g\l - fl°UH)Xi + 
•+" {a)jkl ~~ a)jghNkg
Hh ~ aijkl)Uk,lj — (aAjgh^gEuk,lh),j • 
Since t/° e [C2((2)]3, (5A8) yiedls the strong convergence in W' of the first term, 
(5.17) the weak convergence in l}(Q) (which implies the strong convergence in W') 
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S o u h r n 
HOMOGENIZACE ROVNIC LINEÁRNÍ PRUŽNOSTI 
JAN FRANCŮ 
Práce se zabývá homogenizací (t.j. aproximací materiálu s periodickou strukturou 
materiálem homogenním) rovnic lineární pružnosti. Zkoumáme obě formulace v po­
sunutích i v napětích a výsledky jsou srovnány. Homogenizované rovnice jsou 
odvozeny metodou „muítiple scate". Uvádíme různé vzorce, vlastnosti homogenizo-
vaných koefficientů a korektory. Konvergence vektoru posunutí, tenzoru napětí 
a funkce lokální energie je dokázána zjednodušenou metodou lokální energie. 
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